
 

Tales Of Berseria Texture Mods

i really wish i could post the video, but in lieu of that, i can just show
screenshots of what far looks like in action. on the left is a screenshot of

far at the default level of detail. on the right, we have far at a lower detail
setting. on the left, we have a comparison of the different textures, with
an example of an ideal setting. in the case of my game, you can see far

has replaced the majority of textures with a grey overlay, which is a great
start. theres still some issues, and if i were you, i would really pay

attention to the blurred text in the screenshots below. not every textured
in the game has this, but theres a decent chance that some of them do. if

you can find a way to get the far mod to work with the new microsoft
store port, i would recommend using it. it might be the best option for
most folks, especially if you know you want to play the game at 4k and

don't mind tinkering a bit. if you're not interested in far, then theres also
the fisheye 6 mod for the game. its a mod that upscales textures to a

higher resolution, and removes a bunch of the low-res textures that are
scattered around the game. unlike far, this mod doesnt replace the

textures, so you can still see them just fine. in fact, they look a lot better
at the higher resolution. on the downside, you probably wont get a ton of
use out of this mod because there are so many textures. for most people,

far is probably the better solution for now. but if you want to see what
the game might look like at 4k, then this mod should be able to help. like

the far mod, i found the video linked below to be really well done and
easy to follow.
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